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Context: Several industries developing products on a large-scale are facing major challenges as their
products are becoming more and more software-intensive. Whereas software was once considered a
detail to be bundled, it has since become an intricate and interdependent part of most products. The
advancement of software increases the uncertainty and the interdependencies between development
tasks and artifacts. A key success factor is good requirements engineering (RE), and in particular, the chal-
lenges of effectively and efficiently coordinating and communicating requirements.
Objective: In this work we present a lightweight RE framework and demonstrate and evaluate its indus-
trial applicability in response to the needs of a Swedish automotive company for improving specific prob-
lems in inter-departmental requirements coordination and communication in large-scale development of
software-intensive systems.
Method: A case study approach and a dynamic validation were used to develop and evaluate the frame-
work in close collaboration with our industrial partner, involving three real-life cases in an ongoing car
project. Experience and feedback were collected through observations when applying the framework and
from 10 senior industry professionals in a questionnaire and in-depth follow-up interviews.
Results: The experience and feedback about using the framework revealed that it is relevant and applica-
ble for the industry as well as a useful and efficient way to resolve real problems in coordinating and
communicating requirements identified at the case company. However, other concerns, such as accessi-
bility to necessary resources and competences in the early development phases, were identified when
using the method, which allowed for earlier pre-emptive action to be taken.
Conclusion: Overall, the experience from using the framework and the positive feedback from industry
professionals indicated a feasible framework that is applicable in the industry for improving problems
related to coordination and communication of requirements. Based on the promising results, our indus-
trial partner has decided upon further validations of the framework in a large-scale pilot program.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction identified as crucial and plays a vital role in the potential success
Software is rapidly becoming a substantial component that is
widely seen as the main driver and source of innovations in a num-
ber of traditionally hardware-focused industries [1–3]. In the auto-
motive domain, the value of automotive software is expected to
grow from 127 billion Euros in 2002 to 316 billion in 2015 [4].

With the relative contribution and size of software, the entire
complexity of developing large-scale software-intensive systems
escalates, introducing new challenges among development organi-
zations [3,5]. Requirements engineering (RE) is commonly
of such development efforts [3,6,7]. In particular, the effectiveness
of both formal and informal coordination and communication of
requirements across organizational boundaries is critical [8,9].
This was also identified as a core challenge at the Volvo Car
Corporation (VCC), a developer of luxury cars based in Sweden, as
a part of their continuous improvement programs. The dramatic
increase of interacting software-intensive automotive systems
had increased the interdependencies among the requirements on
functions, systems, and components, leading to more complicated
organizational dependencies and needs across a multitude of differ-
ent engineering disciplines and departments (inter-departmental).

There is a range of different solutions addressing requirements
communication and coordination. The importance of reducing
interdependencies through modularization [10,11], and adopting
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techniques for enhancing requirements specification quality have
been emphasized, but the increased complexity has made these
solutions less applicable [3,6]. In addition, using standards as a
coordination mechanism is a key to manage interdependencies in
development work [12,13]. For this, software process improve-
ment (SPI) frameworks, such as CMMI [14], ISO/IEC 15504 (a.k.a
SPICE) [15], are central to software-intensive systems develop-
ment. However, they provide little guidance on what the actual
implementation should look like, and adopt a one-sizefits-all view
without considering the specific needs of organizations and pro-
jects [6,16,17].

Solutions to intensify organizational communication, building
on team-based methods [18,19], visual management [20,21],
goal-oriented approaches [22], and recent agile methods (e.g.,
Scrum [23]) have also been suggested. However, to the best of
our knowledge, it is unclear whether these approaches can contest
with the complexity of the large-scale development of
software-intensive systems, taking inter-departmental and multi-
disciplinary aspects into account [24–26].

In this paper, we present a flexible and lightweight RE frame-
work for improving requirements communication and coordina-
tion in the design and development process, called Balancing
Requirements and Solution Space (BRASS). BRASS was developed
in close collaboration with VCC in order to resolve the company’s
problems identified in the process of balancing requirements and
solutions as reported in [27]. The main problems concerned the
insufficient quality of requirements and solutions specifications
and the lack of communication in the early phases of the develop-
ment cycle. The importance of solving these problems at VCC is
high as they are causing costly loop backs in the final part of the
project and inefficient solutions. The cost for this over the life cycle
of a car model, which is typically seven years [3], could be esti-
mated at roughly 10MUS$ [27]. Using three real cases, we demon-
strate how BRASS was applied in practice and evaluate its
usefulness as perceived by professionals at VCC.

We use the term balancing in BRASS, as it is established in the
RE-process and is well understood in its pragmatic use at VCC
(e.g., [28]). The notion of term balancing is broad, including a com-
bination of the following main coordination activities: (1) creating
and breaking down different stakeholders’ needs (e.g., business
objectives, strategies, and requirements) and identifying the neces-
sity of balancing the needs, (2) analyzing and trading-off the stake-
holders’ needs and specifying understandable and agreed
requirements and solutions, and (3) establishing implementation
plans and validating how the actual solutions work. The overall
goal of the balancing process is to identify and level out the devi-
ations in the stakeholders’ needs and deliver specifications and
schedule and report validation tasks for evaluating agreed require-
ments and solutions developed.

Referring to existing literature on RE, the balancing process at
VCC covers all parts of the RE-process (elicitation, analysis and
negotiation, specification, validation and verification and require-
ments management) [29,30]. This means that BRASS does not focus
on solving problems in a particular part of the RE-process, such as
requirements negotiation, but rather takes a comprehensive view
from an RE perspective.

The concept of alignment can also be related to the term balanc-
ing and has been conceptualized in various ways in different
research fields. In information technology (IT) literature, alignment
is, for example, defined as the degree to which the mission, objec-
tives, and plans contained in the business strategy are shared and
supported by the IT strategy (e.g., [31]). In software development,
technologies focusing on the alignment of activities within and
between different development phases, for example, between soft-
ware architecture and implementation (e.g., [32]) and software
requirements and testing [33], have been suggested. Even though
the terms alignment and balancing have their similarities, we
believe that using alignment can be more confusing due to its devi-
ating contextual interpretations and VCCs unawareness of it.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the research context, the case company, and elaborates
on the challenges identified at VCC, and related work. Section 3
describes BRASS and describes how it can be tailored and applied
to the cases studied at VCC. The evaluation of BRASS through vali-
dation and the results from using it, as well as its limitations, are
presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions and
Section 6 outlines the future work.
2. Background and related work

This section describes VCC and its core challenges and the speci-
fic problems identified and addressed in this paper. We also pre-
sent related work with regard to these challenges.
2.1. Case description

VCC is a premium car manufacturing company and has approx-
imately 22,000 employees all over the world and produces roughly
450,000 cars per year (2011) [34]. New cars are developed in
large-scale projects, involving several 100 of person years and bil-
lions of dollars. VCC is organized as a matrix organization and uses
a traditional plan-based approach characterized by planning every-
thing from the start of the vehicle program and focusing on docu-
mentation. For this, VCC uses a stage-gate model [35] with its
milestones to govern the development of the complete car and
the V-model [36] to present an overview of design and validation
and verification of the complete vehicle and inherent functions,
systems, and components. The V-model cycle can be iterated sev-
eral times during the complete vehicle development. Furthermore,
the requirements are mainly specified in written text and adminis-
trated by computer-aided RE tools (see also Section 3.1.1). Fig. 1
maps the overall phases in the stage-gate model for developing
complete vehicles along with the three main coordination activi-
ties of the balancing process and the requirements and design
levels in the V-model to a generic product development model
developed by Peters et al. [37]. This setting is commonly used in
the automotive industry [6,20,38]. The main focus of this study is
to resolve problems in the balancing process covering the generic
phases pre-design development and design and development
process.

The breakdown of product requirements follows a top-down
process starting with overall business and user requirements
(e.g., product strategies, legal demands on reduced gas consump-
tion, and increased safety) derived from the business development
process and ending in component requirements on both hardware
and software solutions (e.g., engine control software and engine
hardware parts like actuators and sensors), via complete vehicle
attributes and function/systems requirements. The annual work
typically consists of assessing business and customer requirements
and refining them to the vehicle attributes and developing func-
tions that accommodate the required attributes. The primary task
in the subsequent pre-program study involves the balancing of
functions that have been developed with underlying architectural
constraints based on the complete vehicle design. During the con-
cept phase, identified problems in the needs of stakeholders (e.g.,
function and systems owners, and manufacturing engineers) and
system solutions are developed, assessed and selected. The prereq-
uisites for designing the systems’ software and hardware compo-
nents are then compiled and finalized in specifications such as
software requirement specifications and design prerequisites for
hardware. In addition, verification plans and the need of both
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Fig. 1. Mapping of a generic model for product development (adapted from Peters et al. [37]), the overall complete car development stage-gate model, and the V-model.
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virtual and physical test objects are elaborated. The next phase,
industrialization, focuses on developing, integrating and verifying
the design of hardware and software solutions based on the spec-
ifications delivered in the previous concept phase. Building models
in the form of digital-mock ups constitutes a major part of the ver-
ification of hardware designs while techniques, such as Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [39], Matlab/Simulink and Hardware
In the Loop (HIL), are used to model and validate software designs.

The automotive companies face various challenges of which one
is to effectively manage the enormous amount of product docu-
mentation. Typically, luxury cars are built out of over 300 systems
and 2500 functions, produced in a large amount of variants [3]. In
order to design and integrate these systems and functions into a
complete car and in order to manage the variants, a large amount
of product documentation, such as requirements (about 100,000
textual requirements in VCC), specifications and standards must
be administrated [6]. An example of this is the tailgate system in
a vehicle. User and functional requirements are allocated to the
tailgate system generating systems requirements, which are bro-
ken down into requirements for mechanical components (e.g., tail-
gate latch and hinges), electrical components (e.g., lock motors,
sensors and cable harnesses) and software components controlling
several functions (e.g., locking, maneuvering and remote function
logics). In addition, manufacturing requirements must be consid-
ered in order to secure that the tailgate system fits the manufactur-
ing processes—how shall, for example, the tailgate be configured
(e.g., downloading software to electrical control units for control-
ling the tailgate locking and maneuvering) and quality assured in
manufacturing? Furthermore, the documentation for the tailgate
system must be maintained and updated during the lifecycle of
the car [3,6]. This causes large overhead costs and, for example,
it is estimated that if the number of variants is doubled, the over-
head costs rise between 20 and 30 percent because of the increased
complexity [5].

Another challenge is to manage the high complexity of their
organizational structure while the uncertainty and interdepen-
dency of development tasks are increasing. Usually, to attain econ-
omy of scale, the development work is organized in complex
matrix systems with a dual-hierarchical form where development
tasks are performed in several project teams, which are staffed
with hundreds of people from several parts of the functional orga-
nization. To minimize the time-to-market, the complexity is ele-
vated as the development process is accelerated by performing
development tasks concurrently (e.g., engineering the tailgate sys-
tem and the affected manufacturing solutions) [20,21]. In addition,
the substantial growth of software increases the interdependencies
between the requirements and development tasks and their uncer-
tainty, leading to much larger requirements and solution space
that must be managed [3,5,6]. The challenge of uncertainty and
interdependency in development work is not unique to the auto-
motive industry as it has been recognized in the development of
other large software-intensive systems [7–9], but also in general
product development [12,13,40].

2.2. Background and motivation

The study presented in this paper is part of a software process
improvement (SPI) initiative focusing on the inter-departmental
interaction between Manufacturing (MAN) and Product develop-
ment (PD) in the development of software-intensive automotive
systems. PD is concerned with the design and development of
software-intensive automotive systems (e.g., the development of
power train and chassis control systems for vehicles). MAN is con-
cerned with managing these systems when producing vehicles
(e.g., vehicle manufacturing operations affected by power train
and chassis control systems).

The results of the process assessment and improvement plan-
ning showed that a major problem revolved around requirements
communication, and in particular, the balancing of requirements
and solutions [27]. The balancing process and its three main coor-
dination activities and the current situation of how this process is
performed between PD and MAN are illustrated in Fig. 2 (unbroken
line). It starts with an initial and broad set of requirements and
possible solutions (‘‘Provisional requirements and solution space’’
in Fig. 2), which should converge continuously by refining require-
ments and narrowing the set of alternatives to a superior solution
(‘‘Final selection’’ in Fig. 2). The main goal of the balancing process
is to agree and decide upon most of the requirements and solutions
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in the early phases of the development cycle (dashed line in Fig. 2),
setting the base for a further breakdown, analysis and trade-off,
and validation of requirements as well as solutions for lower
design levels (e.g., electrical and software components). In general,
this goal can be better achieved for hardware-based systems as
these are relatively stable, especially in the final stages of develop-
ment, than for software-intensive systems since software is char-
acterized by its being highly responsive to changes with short
and frequent iterations throughout all development phases.

Typically, during the concept phase, MAN initiates the balanc-
ing through specifying and communicating generic and
high-level (attribute level, see Section 3.1.1) manufacturing
requirements dealing with, for example, the calibration of car func-
tions in manufacturing, to PD. The requirements are then broken
down in order to identify balancing needs, and the balancing con-
tinues among lower design levels (e.g., the specific function,
sub-systems and components affected by the manufacturing
requirements on calibration). However, the balancing is only per-
formed on high design levels (e.g., electrical architecture and base
functions), causing a lack of shared understanding of the require-
ments and detailed specifications, providing insufficient informa-
tion about how agreed solutions and implementations should
actually look like (e.g., calibrating a specific car function).

Even though the balancing process descriptions at VCC pre-
scribe that a major part of the balancing should be performed
proactively in the early phases, there is a lack of both formal and
informal means for supporting and coordinating this. Much of
the balancing is instead primarily done on an ad-hoc basis without
systematic guidance on best practices. In Pernstål et al. [27], we
showed that this caused significant costs for managing late defects
and changes and jeopardizing the manufacturing performance at
the worst possible time, when the market demand is peaking after
the launch of a new product. Thus, it is important to improve the
balancing process in order to resolve the current situation, but it
is even more important to manage larger requirements and solu-
tion spaces and more frequent changes due to the increasing
amount of software-intensive automotive systems in future vehi-
cles (see Section 2.1).

VCC expressed a direct need for developing a method for the
specific problem of balancing requirements and solutions between
PD and MAN. One alternative that was also discussed was changing
the established and formalized RE tools and processes. However,
this would have caused costly changes in tools and increased com-
plexity of the processes without any guarantees of improved per-
formance. BRASS was designed and tailored based on the needs
and experience of line and program managers and engineers in
PD and MAN at VCC. Furthermore, in order to clarify and enhance
the practical use of BRASS, examples of real balancing issues in an
ongoing new car model project were extracted and used during the
creation, evolution and validation of BRASS.

2.3. Related work

Several approaches have been proposed to resolve require-
ments communication by either reducing interdependencies, using
techniques for enhancing requirements specification quality, stan-
dards prescribing best practices, or intensifying organizational
communication.

To reduce the interdependencies between requirements and
development tasks, the idea of modularization has been promoted
in systems engineering [10] and software engineering (SE) [11]. It
is a useful approach for dividing the development of complex prod-
ucts into independent and manageable development and manufac-
turing tasks. However, the growth of software in many products
(e.g., vehicles) has led to previously independent functions,
sub-systems and components having the need to interact with
each other to an extent not previously seen [3,5]. This has lessened
the possibilities of modularizing.

2.3.1. Requirements specifications quality
The requirements specification quality is a critical success fac-

tor in development projects. Requirements can be documented in
several forms, such as use-cases, requirements modeling [41,42],
and formal specifications [43]. Specifications in natural language
are the most common. However, in practice, specifying precise
and understandable requirements for large and complex systems
is impossible to achieve [44]. For example, Weber and Weisbrod
[6] found that automotive development is too complex to be man-
aged by just textual requirements. In addition, manufacturing
requirements are experienced-based and tacit rather than being
detailed specifications of purposes and goals, and clearly describe
expected results [28,45].
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Techniques for modeling and validating requirements have also
been proposed (e.g., Unified Modeling Language (UML) [46],
Matlab/Simulink and Hardware In the Loop (HIL). However,
model-based development and the testing of software-intensive
automotive systems are in their infancy. For example, Broy et al.
[3] point out that, because of the lack of a formalized modeling lan-
guage, modeling is only applied to certain steps in development
work. Insufficient integration possibilities, such as linking engi-
neering data to models and compatibility between different tools,
also need to be resolved. Furthermore, the cost of improving the
specification quality of complex systems through detailing textual
requirements or modeling is likely to be high, and must be evalu-
ated in relation to the benefits [3,5].

2.3.2. Standardization
Adopting effective techniques and standards (e.g., IEEE std.

830-1998 [47]) that help produce clear and precise requirements
(e.g., correct, unambiguous, complete, consistent, and verifiable)
is considered to be crucial. Standardization can also be seen as a
key coordination mechanism, enabling organizations to deal with
interdependencies in development work [12,13,20]. To reach a
more mature RE process there are several well-known SPI frame-
works, such as CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504 [48,49]. The CMMI refer-
ence model comprises 22 key process areas (KPA) while ISO/IEC
15504 relies on external sources (e.g., ISO standards for systems
lifecycle processes (ISO/IEC 15288:2008 [50]) and software life
cycle processes (ISO/IEC 12207:1997 [51]). These frameworks pro-
vide a high level guidance regarding what to do, but do not detail
how the actual implementation should proceed and no special con-
sideration is given to specific organizational needs [16,17]. For
example, the KPA of requirements development in CMMI only pre-
scribe using proven models and performing a risk analysis when
analyzing requirements to balance stakeholder needs and con-
straints. Furthermore, these standards look too narrowly into engi-
neering aspects within a single project, which is no guarantee for a
successful product as a project measure (e.g., level of requirements
fulfillment) is only the first level to consider in RE [52].

However, when developing and implementing new technolo-
gies, they should be adaptable and integrated with established
and standardized tools and ways of working, and should also be
easy to use [6,20]. Otherwise there is a significant risk that users
would reject the technologies as well as the corresponding process
improvements.

As mentioned above, there are also standards and guidelines for
specifying requirements. In addition, there are standards for the
requirements and design of software-intensive automotive sys-
tems, such as the Automotive Open System Architecture
(Autosar) [53] and ISO 14229-4: 2012 [54]. Even though more
standards are used, they allow variability and it is estimated that
90 percent of the current software must be changed from one gen-
eration of vehicles to the next, while only 10% of other systems,
e.g., exterior (doors) and interior (seats), are changed [3].

2.3.3. Organizational communication
Many lean principles and practices originate from Lean Product

Development (LPD), but recent agile methods have also had a
strong influence on approaches that have been developed to rein-
force organizational communication.

Establishing cross-functional teams, consisting of members rep-
resenting different departments (e.g., MAN and PD) and roles (e.g.,
design and manufacturing engineers) is a core practice in LPD
[20,55]. The purpose is to intensify the communication between
the team members, rather than coordinating development tasks
and departments, groups and individuals. Karlsson and Åhlström
[55] found benefits in cross-functional teams, such as better pro-
duct solutions and improved communication of project
information to departments other than PD, but also difficulties in
creating and maintaining them. A primary reason for this was that
departments other than PD had difficulties in selecting and allocat-
ing the required resources to actively work with the projects, and
in particular, in the beginning of the projects.

In order to elevate active cross-departmental development
work, practices such as integrated problem-solving [19,21] and
Set Based Concurrent Engineering (SBCE) [18] are used in LPD.
Integrated problem solving and SBCE emphasizes the need of com-
munication between upstream and downstream members of a
development project (e.g., designers and manufacturing engi-
neers). Both SBCE and integrated problem-solving have been suc-
cessfully applied to primarily hardware development in the
automotive domain—but it is unclear how the practices address
the fact that software as an artifact, and SE as a discipline, are
becoming a central component in the products developed.

Attaining simple visual communication through effective visual
management is one of the most critical success factors in concur-
rent development [20,21]. Typically, when visualizing the state of
the software project, boards divided into different areas with the
aim of uncovering project abnormalities (e.g., time and defects)
are often used, (e.g., [56–58]). In Peterson and Wohlin [58], for
example, the number of requirements were measured and dis-
played, visualizing the undesired behavior of the development
(e.g., bottlenecks).

Agile software development methods (e.g., Scrum [23]) promote
coordination and communication of requirements through prac-
tices, such as daily Scrum, product backlogs, story cards, and screen
mock-ups. There are only a few studies on agile RE. Ramesh et al.
[59] found that obtaining intensive communication is the most
important factor for successful agile RE. However, if there are com-
munication breakdowns caused by, for example, the rapid turnover
of personnel and growing complexity of the products, the mini-
mization of design specifications can create problems, such as the
inability to scale the software, evolve the application over time or
induct new members into the development team. This is in line
with Salvonen et al. [60], who found that highly skilled people,
especially in requirements engineering, are a prerequisite when
implementing the agile development of embedded systems.

Even though organizational communication is central in lean
and agile methods, and they also influence more traditional indus-
tries, such as the automotive one, the transition to more lean and
agile methods have only started and is not yet widespread in many
large-scale software engineering contexts [24–26].

To the best of our knowledge, the only method explicitly aimed
at intensifying requirements communication in software develop-
ment is a pragmatic technique called Handshaking with implemen-
tation proposals, developed by Fricker et al. [22]. It organizes the
requirements communication into a goal-seeking element (pro-
gram manager) and a goal-implementation element (development
team). The handshaking process consists of three main phases: (1)
taking position, (2) negotiation and (3) confirming agreement. With
promising results, the handshaking was applied to a large-scale
industrial setting for improving inter-departmental requirements
communication problems between marketing and PD (product
managers and development teams). In this setting the roles of the
goal seeker (product manager) and implementer (developer) are
rather clear and static over time. However, in other settings, the
roles the actors play may vary depending on factors such as the rea-
son for the communication and what is being communicated, and
can also shift during the development cycle [31]. Despite this, there
is a need to obtain clarity of roles and responsibilities in the
PD/MAN interface, as it is a key success factor [61,62].

To address the core challenges in the development of
large-scale software-intensive systems (see Section 2.1) and the
direct need for resolving the specific problems identified at VCC



Table 1
BRASS dimensions.

Dimension Description

A. Communication Specifies the processes and mediums used for controlling and coordinating the flow of information being communicated (e.g., face-to-
face and formal meetings, e-mail, formal and informal information management systems)

B. Content Specifies the required information being communicated for clarifying trade-offs between requirements and alternative solutions (e.g.,
requirements, functional specifications and models, descriptions of solutions and verification plans)

C. Actors Specifies the key parties involved (e.g. individuals, roles, groups, teams, departments, projects, and organizations) and their
responsibilities

D. Connections Specifies the relationships between BRASS and its surroundings (e.g. product development processes, project information management
systems, and standards)
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(see Sections 2.2), we developed BRASS. BRASS primarily builds on
the refinements of Handshaking with an improvement proposal
[22]. Also, the lean-based concept of converging inter-departmental
requirements and alternative solutions in SBCE [18] has influenced
the design of BRASS.
3. The BRASS framework

This section gives an overview of BRASS and its generic parts
and objectives, and a detailed description of how BRASS was
tailored and applied at the case company. An evaluation of the
industrial applicability of BRASS is given in Section 4.

BRASS is designed as a framework consisting of four generic
dimensions, communication (A), content (B), actor (C) and connection
(D). These dimensions are representative abstractions of the objec-
tives (see Table 2) and are aspects that always need to be described
and considered in one specific application of BRASS. One reason for
this is to achieve a broad applicability of BRASS for different bal-
ancing situations in organizations facing other types of business
and settings. Another reason is that methods, being too rigid, are
less efficient in development work than methods that can be
adapted to the specific problem in question [63]. Table 1 briefly
describes the dimensions, which are further detailed in
Section 3.1, with an example.

BRASS has four main objectives, which are described in Table 2.
BRASS evolved primarily based on the results of a process assess-
ment presented in Pernstal et al. [27]. It reports on a communica-
tion model, called software communication and redundancy
analysis model (SCREAM), developed for postmortem analysis of
communication problems and applied to a set of 16 real communi-
cation events at VCC. The events represented different communica-
tion problems that had occurred in earlier projects, where the
interplay between PD and MAN in the development of
software-intensive automotive systems was crucial. In the study
presented in this paper, BRASS is tailored to address the specific
communication problems identified at VCC in [27]. However,
Table 2
Brass objectives.

Objective Description

A. Intensifying
communication

BRASS should initiate and maintain the active involvem
of requirements and solutions during the design and d

B. Clarifying and specifying
content

BRASS should be applicable to imperfect requirements
improving the understanding and quality of requireme
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3 and [6,22,28,44,45])

C. Clarifying actors
involvement

BRASS should clarify the roles and responsibilities of t
balancing (e.g., organizational affiliation, assigned requ

D. Aligning connections BRASS and its connections to the surroundings should b
processes in the organization and be lightweight (a sim
specific organizational needs) in order to support engi
management tools and processes but also work indep
Section 2.3.2 and [6,20])
BRASS is not dependent on the type of assessment approach used
and can be applied to address different requirement coordination
and communication problems in other contextual settings, see also
Section 3.1. Furthermore, during the development of BRASS, the
views of the company representatives were continuously
considered.
3.1. Tailoring and applying BRASS at VCC

BRASS is a generic framework for improving requirement com-
munication and coordination that needs to be tailored. In practice,
before using BRASS, its dimensions must be adapted in order to fit
the context and an organization’s needs and prerequisites. For this,
a tailoring process including three main steps is used as described
in. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the prior process assessment and
improvement planning and the tailoring process for BRASS con-
ducted at VCC.

First, an initial tailoring of BRASS is conducted based on the
results of a process assessment and improvement planning using
SPI frameworks, such as iFLAP [65] or CMMI [14], or postmortem
analysis as, for example, described in [27], and driven by represen-
tative cases exemplifying the specific balancing problems identi-
fied. For example, in order to capture and document relevant
information being communicated, a number of properties were ini-
tially proposed and formulated (see Tables 5 and 6 in
Section 3.1.3). In the second step, the initial tailoring is then intro-
duced to parts of the organizations (e.g., pilot projects) for evalua-
tion and refinement in order to provide decision support for
moving to a full-scale implementation. For example, the properties
used for information collection and documentation are added, split
and reformulated. Third, when the tailoring of BRASS is implemen-
tation ready, it is released and fully deployed and continuously
assessed and improved, and subsequently adapted to changes in
the organization. The study presented in this paper covers the first
step and parts of the second one, and the following details, and
exemplifies how the tailoring was conducted at VCC.
ent of the actors through intensifying and extending the analysis and negotiation
evelopment phase (see Sections 2.1 and 2.3.3 and [18,19,22,59])
(e.g., low quality or tacit and not documented) and have the capability of

nts by effectively clarifying and specifying the content being communicated (see

he actors involved and their connections to the surroundings that influence the
irements and work tasks in projects) (see Section 2.3.3 and [61,62])
e adapted and seamlessly integrated into established and standardized tools and
ple process and unburdensome and clear documentation that is adaptable to

neers in their daily tasks (e.g., should not counteract the existing requirement
endently of them since tools and processes are likely to change over time) (see
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The tailoring of BRASS was primarily example-driven by using
relevant examples of communication problems identified in [27]
and the three cases to which BRASS was applied. The cases were
also selected in order to enhance the validity of the results by
increasing the number of involved subjects the range of engineer-
ing disciplines and roles. All three cases involve real balancing
issues between PD and MAN in a new car model project at VCC.
Case 1 and 2 concern the high-level manufacturing requirements
on calibrating car functions/systems in manufacturing. Case 3 con-
cerns the balancing of new high-level manufacturing requirements
for enabling operator messages to be displayed in the car. The
examples, given throughout this paper, are based on Case 1. To pre-
serve confidentiality, the cases are fictitious but based on actual
cases from the company.

Fig. 4 gives an overview of how each of the dimensions of BRASS
was tailored. For example, the dimension communication (see
Fig. 4(A)) consists of an iterative three-step process and the medi-
ums used are focused balancing meetings and face-to-face meet-
ings. A brief description of the cases and their main results of the
tailoring for each of the dimensions are shown in Table 3 (further
details are not possible due to confidentiality concerns). The fol-
lowing describes and exemplifies each of the dimensions in detail.
3.1.1. Connection
In order to use BRASS effectively, it is necessary to identify its

connections to the surroundings (see Fig. 4(D)), and how they
affect the balancing, as well as clarifying how BRASS should oper-
ate and interact with them. In the context studied here, BRASS’s
connections to processes and tools used for developing and steer-
ing decisions on designs and manufacturing processes, and manag-
ing requirements are central.

Typically, the development of the car and the manufacturing
processes is governed by an overarching stage-gate model [35]
with milestones (MSs). Project management then reviews and con-
firms that the criteria are met for the current MS, demonstrates
preparation for the next MS and updates the project prediction
for final delivery and associated risks. Certain decisions need to
be made at each MS by gathering the necessary information
between the MS’s. At VCC, a decision on the project start is made
at MS1. Exploration and balancing of requirements and solutions,
and the status of specifications, development, integration, and ver-
ification for systems and components are reported on different
levels (e.g., systems and components, see below) at MS2 and
MS3. Complete car prototypes are verified at MS4. Trial production
and verification of the manufacturing processes starts at MS5, and
manufacturing readiness and whether to ramp-up manufacturing
are decided at MS6. The processes in BRASS should be tailored so
that they comply with the prescribed activities between the MS’s
and the expected deliveries at each MS (see Section 3.1.2).

The central information source for developing
software-intensive systems at VCC is textual requirements, which
are supplemented with use-cases, formal specifications, and mod-
els. Requirements management tools, based on database systems,
are used for specifying and administrating the requirements (e.g.,
trace links between requirements and related objects and support
for generating specification documents). Siemens Teamcenter
Systems Engineering and Requirements Management [66] is the
primary RE-tool used at VCC. However, since such tools are likely
to be changed over time, BRASS has been designed to be effective
and useful irrespective of the tools used. To achieve traceability—
from customer needs and product strategies to requirements
detailing the design of hardware and software components—the
requirements are structured into four main abstraction levels
(see Table 4).

Based on these levels, the RE process adopts a formal goal-based
approach where the breakdown of requirements and designs, and
testing, follows a top-down process guided by the V-model [36].
However, the complexity of breaking down requirements is high
because there are requirements on a multitude of interdependent
functions, systems and components and many disparate sources
of the requirements, spanning over multiple departments, groups,
roles, and engineering disciplines. Furthermore, there are often
already settled requirements on underlying levels that must be
considered (e.g., architectural constraints), and the abstraction
levels are not distinct since the requirements’ quality and precision
varies within the levels. For example, on the attribute level, the
requirements on the car are specified at a high abstraction level
(e.g., PDREQ1 in Table 4) while manufacturing requirements and
other stakeholders’ requirements are seen as generic and
cross-cutting and therefore always structured on the attribute
level despite their level of detail (e.g., MANREQ1 in Table 4). This
affects the tailoring of work procedures in BRASS for breaking
down requirements and designs in order to identify interdepen-
dencies and balancing needs across PD and MAN (see Step 1 in
Section 3.1.2).

Interactions with other organizations, teams or roles within or
outside the organization that have an impact on the balancing
are also important. When developing software-intensive automo-
tive system, parts of the software and hardware development are
commonly outsourced to suppliers [3]. For example, in Case 1, a
Tier 1 sub-contractor was responsible for the sub-system tailgate
maneuvering and a Tier 2 sub-contractor developed the software
component controlling the logics of the tailgate maneuvering
(see Section 3.1.2).
3.1.2. Communication
The communication dimension includes a process for balancing

the manufacturing requirements (see Fig. 4(A)). It covers the
annual work, pre-program study, concept and industrialization
phase of the complete car development and consists of main three
steps as described in Fig. 5: (1) identifying balancing needs, (2)
negotiating and specifying, and (3) validating. The process is itera-
tive and continues throughout the duration of the complete car
development accompanying reiterations of the V-model cycle.
The process has two main goals: (1) extending and deepening
the balancing of requirements in early phases, and leveling it out
throughout the development cycle and (2) improving the precision
of the content being balanced and specified in early phases—lower
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Table 3
Main results of tailoring each case.

Dimension Case 1 Calibrating an exterior car function—
automatic opening-and-closing of the tailgate
in manufacturing. Mechanical, electrical and
software engineering

Case 2 Calibrating a chassis car
function in manufacturing.
Mechanical, electrical and software
engineering

Case 3 Displaying operator messages by using on
board vehicle display. Electrical and software
engineering

A. Connection Tools: Siemens Teamcenter Systems
Engineering and Requirements
Management[65]; Elektraa

Tools: Siemens Teamcenter
Systems Engineering and
Requirements Management[65];
Elektraa; SystemWeaver [68]

Tools: Siemens Teamcenter Systems Engineering
and Requirements Management[65]; Elektraa

Processes: Complete car development (see
Section 3.1.1)

Processes: Complete car
development (see Section 3.1.1)

Processes: Complete car development;
Manufacturing advanced engineering in annual
work (see Section 3.1.1)

B. Communication Initiated at MS1 (see Section 3.1.1); three focus
group meetings; one formal system sign-off
meeting

Initiated at MS1 (see Section 3.1.1);
two focus group meetings; one
formal system sign-off meeting

Initiated before MS1 (see Section 3.1.1); five focus
group meetings; one formal function review
meeting; one formal function sign-off meeting; one
formal system sign-off meeting

C. Content One manufacturing requirement; two product
requirements; three alternative design
solutions; one test specification

Six manufacturing requirements;
one product requirement; three
alternative design solutions; one
test specification

Thirteen manufacturing requirements; two product
requirements; three alternative design solutions;
one function realization description

D. Actor Three Manufacturing engineers; one Task
leader; one Systems and software designer

Three Manufacturing engineers;
one Task leader; two Systems and
software designers

Three Manufacturing engineers; two Software
designers; two Hardware designers

a Elektra is an information platform that VCC has developed together with Vector Informatik GmbH [67] for managing electrical and software requirements, architectures,
components and their relationships.
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level designs and narrowed solution space. In the three cases, the
high-level manufacturing requirements are elicited, specified and
owned by MAN and it is also MAN’s responsibility to see to it that
PD understands and realizes the requirements in a proper way.
Consequently, MAN initiates and drives the communication pro-
cess. Who should initiate and lead this process most likely differ
between different organizational settings. But based on earlier
experience from balancing requirements and the cases studied at
VCC, we believe, in general, that the owner of the requirements
being balanced is best suitable for this task. This is also in line with
the Handshaking with implementation proposals technique where
the product manager is responsible for the requirements specifica-
tions and initiates the handshaking process by sending the require-
ments to the development team [22]. Similarly, in SBCE, each
function (e.g., MAN) is responsible for initiating and communicat-
ing requirements and alternative solutions (e.g., new manufactur-
ing technologies and constraints) to other functions (e.g., PD) and
collect their input in order to gradually converge the requirements
and solution space and identify the best solution across the func-
tions involved [18].

Step 1. The goal of Step 1 is to identify and get an overview of
the balancing needs of the manufacturing requirements on lower
design levels than they are formally analyzed and traded-off (e.g.,
systems area level, see Table 4 and Fig. 6). This should be per-
formed for each new car project, and the goal is to identify the
main part of the balancing needs in the early phases. In order to
capture emerging balancing needs caused by late design and man-
ufacturing changes, this step should also be continuously per-
formed throughout the development cycle.

The identification can be performed in several ways, such as via
experience and the introduction of design and manufacturing
changes. For example, in Case 1 it was based on experience from
concluded projects, in Case 2 the introduction of a new design of
a car function, and in Case 3 new manufacturing requirements
was elicited and specified. Based on the cases, MAN should at least
pose the following three questions during the identification: (1)



Table 4
Design levels at VCC.

Level Description Examplea

Attribute Attributes describe how the customer (the user of a vehicle) should experience the
car with their senses. An attribute can be achieved through several system
solutions and functions. Manufacturing requirements and other stakeholders’
requirements (e.g., aftersales) are also structured as attributes

MANREQ1: The duration time of calibration shall not exceed 10 s.b

PDREQ1: Opening and closing the tailgate of the car must be easy
Function Functions describe what the car does and should be able to perform, either as a

result of driver or passenger actions or as predefined behavior according to a
specific situation. One function can be achieved through results from one or many
systems. The function owner (FO) specifies the function in a function description
and requirement (FDR)

PDREQ: The tailgate of the car shall be possible to open and close
automatically

System Systems can either be a collection of sub-systems (so called system area, e.g.,
electrical architecture) or a sub-system consisting of a collection of hardware
components (e.g., sensors, actuators and microcontrollers) and software
components (applications and signal configurations) to which the functions are
allocated. The system owner specifies the system in a systems requirement
description (SRD)

PDREQ3: To be able to open and close the tailgate automatically,
the range between its end positions must be calibrated in
manufacturing

Component On the component level the specifications are detailed on such a low level that
each hardware and software component can be designed. Software and hardware
designers specify the components in, such as software requirement specifications
(SWRS) and design prerequisites hardware (DPR) HW)

PDREQ4: The software shall control the calibration of the end
positions of the tailgate

a Product requirements are labeled PDREQ and manufacturing requirements are labeled MANREQ.
b Manufacturing requirements are always structured on attribute level despite their level of detail.
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which designs and manufacturing operations have affected each
other in earlier projects? (2) what design changes are being intro-
duced? and (3) what manufacturing changes are being introduced?

After identifying the balancing needs in Step 1, the manufactur-
ing requirements are broken down and cascaded to appropriate
design levels, which are determined by the levels used in an orga-
nization. Based on Case 1, and the levels used at VCC, the break-
down of the manufacturing requirements is exemplified in Fig. 6.
Here, a balancing need of the requirement, MANREQ1 (the dura-
tion time of calibration shall not exceed 10 s), structured on the
attribute level, and the function automatic open-and-close of tail-
gate, structured on the function level, has been identified. The
requirement of this function, PDREQ2 (the tailgate of the car
should be possible to open and close automatically), is broken
down to the sub-system tailgate maneuvering via the system area
tailgate. The requirement on the tailgate maneuvering sub-system,
PDREQ3 (to be able to open and close the tailgate automatically,
while the range between its end positions must be calibrated in
manufacturing), is in turn broken down to the software component
controlling the logics of the automatic open-and-close of the tail-
gate). As PDREQ4 (the software shall control the calibration of
the end positions of the tailgate) is a requirement on this software
component, there is a need to explicitly balance its design in order
to fulfill MANREQ1.

After the manufacturing requirements have been broken down
and identified for the balancing needs (henceforth ‘‘balancing
issues’’), a BRASS performance list (see Fig. 4(B) and further details
in Section 3.1.3) is established for each project. In this list, all the
balancing issues in a project are compiled and their status is
shown. The BRASS-performance list is a living document, where
balancing issues are added and removed from the list and their sta-
tus is continuously updated. After listing the balancing issues, the
next step is to negotiate and specify requirements and solutions.

Step 2. Step 2 is initiated for each balancing issue listed in the
BRASS performance list. In order to achieve a shared understanding
and surfacing and clarifying the actors’ underlying assumptions
and differences in opinions, the manufacturing requirements and
related design requirements are analyzed by suggesting and dis-
cussing alternative solutions. At first a relative large requirements
and solution space is explored, which then gradually converges
toward a final agreed-upon solution and requirements. In all three
cases, MAN initiated and drove a series of focused group meetings,
which constituted the core medium for communicating the balanc-
ing issues. In these meetings, a number of key persons participated
and contributed with their expertise and knowledge. In between
these meetings, the key persons communicated through email
and face-to-face meetings in response to previous meetings and
for preparing the next meeting (e.g., clarifying open issues and
expose related information and decisions). Fig. 7 shows how Step
2 was carried out in Case 1.

In Case 1, the initial solution space consisted of a set of three
alternative solutions for calibrating the end positions of the tail-
gate: (1) self-calibrated, (2) calibration by sending diagnostic ser-
vices (e.g., ISO 14229 [54]) from external tester to the car, and
(3) manual calibration. At Focus group meeting 1, it was agreed
that Alternative 2 was the most feasible. In between this meeting
and Focus group meeting 2, alternatives to shorten the calibration
time in order to fulfill MANREQ1 (the duration time of calibration
shall not exceed 10 s) had to be investigated and the impact of a
newly proposed manufacturing set-up had to be clarified. To meet
the time constraint, it was agreed to split the calibration into two
algorithms at Focus group meeting 2. In between this meeting and
Focus group meeting 3, it was necessary to investigate where these
two algorithms had to be executed in the manufacturing set-up. At
Focus group meeting 3, it was decided to perform the calibration at
Stations 1 and 3 according to the new manufacturing set-up and
the diagnostic services needed to be further detailed to be able
to implement the algorithms in the manufacturing systems.

Relevant information being exchanged between the actors for
sufficient descriptions and analysis of the identified balancing
issues are specified in the BRASS one-pager (see Fig. 4(B) and fur-
ther details in Section 3.1.3 and Appendix A). This information is
also used for updating established managements systems for doc-
umenting requirements as well as for product and manufacturing
solutions.

Step 3. Based on the implementation plans established in Step
2, Step 3 aims to validate the balanced and agreed-upon require-
ments and solutions. Both the quality of the test objects and their
components/systems (digital mock-ups and physical cars) and the
readiness of the methods and tools in manufacturing influenced
the validation. Furthermore, even though it was endeavored to per-
form the validation in the early phases, in practice the solutions are
primarily implemented and analyzed during the trial production
on physically built vehicles in the late phases. This implies a high
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Fig. 6. Breakdown and cascading of manufacturing requirements of the fictitious tailgate example.
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cost and a limited number of iterations before the start of produc-
tion. Thus, Step 3 is merely performed in the industrialization
phase and when planning it is important to carefully specify the
conditions for proper validation.
During the validation, the feedback data is collected from build-
ing reports, but also, and even more importantly, by going and see-
ing for yourself in order to thoroughly understand how the
implemented solutions actually work. Data are then analyzed
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and the status of the agreed solutions and requirements is updated
in the BRASS one-pager. If the validation failed, Steps 2 and 3 are
iterated until manufacturing and design requirements, as well as
feasible solutions, have been agreed upon and successfully
validated.

Using the three cases for exemplifying Step 3 was not possible
as the scheduling of the validation in the new car project is beyond
the planning of the study presented in this paper.
3.1.3. Content
As previously mentioned, the content being communicated is

documented in a BRASS performance list and a BRASS one-pager
(see Fig. 4(B)). The BRASS performance list aims to get an overview
of all the balancing issues identified in a car project and keep track
of their status. For each balancing issue, requirements and solu-
tions, but also other relevant information, are exchanged, such as
open issues and established implementation plans, and are docu-
mented in a BRASS one-pager. The BRASS one-pager is primarily
inspired by the A3 reports used at Toyota [20]. The A3 report refers
to a standardized communication format and a way of expressing
complex matters accurately and clearly on a single sheet of paper
in order to achieve clear cross-functional communication. It was
developed by Toyota based on the traditional A3 thinking approach
[69] defined as an approach to solve problems and find opportuni-
ties for improvement in manufacturing on the shop-floor, but is
also effectively used for cross-functional problem-solving in pro-
duct development [20]. Typically, the A3 report is structured into
elements (e.g., background, analysis, solutions/countermeasures,
and implementation plan), which are guided by the
Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) paradigm for cyclic and continuous
improvement [70]. Rudolf and Paulish [71] is the only study we
have found using A3 reports in order to achieve early
problem-solving in the development of large-scale software sys-
tems. However, the study merely reports on what to do on a high
level, but not what the actual implementation should look like.

In order to capture relevant meta-data, a number of generic
properties were used that we considered applicable to most issues.
Table 5 describes and exemplifies the properties used in the BRASS
performance list and Table 6 the ones used in the BRASS one-pager.
Other company- or issue-specific properties can be attached to
enrich analysis and understanding.
The extracted data of each of the balancing issues was filled out
and documented in an MS Excel sheet (see Appendix A). Both the
BRASS performance list and the BRASS one-pager were stored in
a share-point site at VCC.

3.1.4. Actors
The dimension actor (see Fig. 4(C)) describes the required key

parties involved (e.g., individuals, roles, and teams) and clarifies
their responsibilities in the balancing. In total, 15 subjects (i.e.
actors) representing different roles at MAN and PD were involved
in the three cases studied (some of the MAN subjects were
involved in more than one case). Most of them were identified dur-
ing the identification of the balancing issues (Step 1 in
Section 3.1.2) by the manufacturing engineer(s) who drives the
balancing issue. Some of them were also identified during the focus
group meetings (Step 2 in Section 3.1.2) such as one of the hard-
ware designers in Case 3. Table 7 shows the roles involved for each
of them.

In contrast to the industrial setting studied in [22], the actors of
MAN and PD can play both the role of goal seeker and imple-
menter. They may also shift during the development cycle, making
the boundaries between the actors more fuzzy and complex in the
setting studied here. For example, to meet the manufacturing
requirements of a maximum time of 10 s (MANREQ1) for calibrat-
ing the end positions of the tailgate in Case 1, Alternative 2 was
both implemented in the software by the systems/software
designer (splitting the calibration into two algorithms) and in the
manufacturing processes by the manufacturing engineer (deploy-
ing the diagnostic services in Stations 1 and 3). Therefore, it is
important to clarify roles and responsibilities. This is in order to
ensure that requirements and balancing tasks are not omitted or
fall between two stools as well as to achieve traceability and con-
sistency between the content produced by BRASS and related over-
arching documentation of product and manufacturing solutions.
4. Evaluation of BRASS at VCC

The evaluation of BRASS was performed as a dynamic validation
[72] at VCC. The validation focused on Steps 1 and 2 in the commu-
nication process of BRASS (see Section 3.1.2) and the use of the
BRASS one-pager for documenting the information. The main



Table 5
Properties of the BRASS performance list.

Property Description Example

Project Project name New car project XXX
Title A descriptive title for the balancing issue,

linking to the BRASS one-pager
Tailgate calibration in manufacturing

Impact The parts of the design and operations in
manufacturing that are affected

Function: Automatic open-and-close of the tailgate, System: Tailgate, Sub-system: Tailgate
maneuvering, Component: The software controlling the logistics of the automatic opening-and-
closing of the tailgate
Stations 1 and 3 in manufacturing

Requirements The requirements being balanced, including
requirements ID and title

PDREQ3: To be able to open and close the tailgate automatically, the range between its end positions
must be calibrated in manufacturing.PDREQ4: The software shall control the calibration of the end
positions of the tailgate
MANREQ1: The duration time of calibration shall not exceed 10 s

Status Specifies the status of the balancing issue (e.g.,
not agreed, agreed, and validated)

Alternative 2 agreed
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purpose was to get initial feedback from industry professionals
(subjects) on four selected key aspects of BRASS: (1) ease of use,
(2) leveraging mutual understanding, (3) quality of documentation,
and (4) usefulness and applicability. Another reason is to get a
buy-in from the company to implement BRASS [70]. The evaluation
process consists of three main activities: (1) planning and prepara-
tion (Section 4.1), (2) applying BRASS in practice by using three real
cases (Section 4.2), and (3) collecting and analyzing feedback on
BRASS from questionnaires and follow-up interviews
(Section 4.3). The results of these activities are reported in terms
of lessons learned based on observations when applying BRASS
to the three cases and the results from the questionnaires and
interviews (Section 4.4).
Table 6
Properties of the BRASS one-pager.

Property Description

Project (see Table 5) —
Title (see Table 5) —
Impact (see Table 5) —
Status (see Table 5) —
Requirements specification The requirements being balanced, including

requirements title, ID, and specification

Background/problem
description

Description of background and problem

Solution alternatives Descriptions of the alternative solutions to resolve
the calibration of the tailgate’s end positions

Evaluation Specifies the rationales for choosing a specific
solution(s) (e.g., costs and quality).

Selected solution Detailed specification of the selected solution
Actors Required key parties

Planning Descriptions and scheduling of necessary tasks (e.g.,
realizing and validating solutions, and refining
requirements

Open issues Actions required by the actors to progress with the
balancing
4.1. Planning and preparations

Purposive sampling was used when selecting cases and sub-
jects. The selection of cases should represent typical balancing
issues between MAN and PD, but also include differences regarding
involved organizational parts, engineering disciplines, and func-
tions, systems and components. Three manufacturing engineers
at VCC identified a number of cases based on experience and if
new manufacturing requirements had been specified. Of these,
three cases were then selected for this study. The subjects were
selected in order to ensure that all the key roles were represented
in the selected cases. Thus, they are the key persons at MAN and PD
Example

—
—
—
—
PDREQ3: To be able to open and close the tailgate automatically, the range
between its end positions must be calibrated in manufacturing
PDREQ4: The software shall control the calibration of the end positions of the
tailgate
MANREQ1:The duration time of calibration shall not exceed 10 s
To enable the functioning of the automatic opening and closing of the tailgate,
there is a need to calibrate the range between the tailgate’s end positions and
quality assuring the function in manufacturing
Alternative 1: Self-calibrating system and on-board fault detection
Alternative 2: Using external tester and diagnostic services (e.g., ISO-14229–
4:2012 [54]) for controlling and quality assuring the calibration
Alternative 3: Manual calibration and inspection
Alternative 1: Not technically feasible
Alternative 2: Moderate costs due to extra equipment and process time. High
quality assurance level
Alternative 3: High costs due to extra operator time. Low quality assurance level
due to manual inspections
Alternative 2 chosen (acceptable rise in cost and quality assurance level)
Alternative 2 selected, see Test specification TS1
J. Andersson, manufacturing engineer (Station 1); S. Karlsson, manufacturing
engineer (Station 3); S. Berg, function owner (Automatic open-and-close of the
tailgate); K. Johansson, task leader; T. Larsson, system/software engineer
(tailgate maneuvering system)
2013 week10: Next meeting
MS3: Detailing and specifying the calibration method in Test specification TS1
Requirement on diagnostic service for calibration specified in PDREQ5
MS4: Diagnostic service implemented in the software controlling the automatic
opening and closing of the tailgate
Calibration method implemented in external tester
Validation of Alternative 2
PDREQ5 needs to be specified and implemented in software (resp. K. Johansson)



Table 7
Actors involved in each case.

Subjects Organizational affiliation Role Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Subject 1 MAN Manufacturing engineer X X
Subject 2 MAN Manufacturing engineer X X X
Subject 3 MAN Manufacturing engineer X
Subject 4 MAN Manufacturing engineer X
Subject 5 MAN Manufacturing engineer X X
Subject 6 PD Task leader X
Subject 7 PD Software designer X
Subject 8 PD Task leader X
Subject 9 PD Systems and software designer X
Subject 10 PD Software designer X
Subject 11 PD Task leader X
Subject 12 PD Systems and software designer X
Subject 13 PD Systems and software designer X
Subject 14 PD Hardware designer X
Subject 15 PD Hardware designer X
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for balancing each of the identified and selected issues. In total, 15
subjects were involved (see Table 7 in Section 3.1.4).

In order to measure the subjects’ view on BRASS after applying
it in the three cases, a self-administrated questionnaire [73] was
designed inspired by [49]. Building on the questions in the ques-
tionnaire, an interview instrument was also developed in order
to follow-up and enrich the answers from the questionnaire.

The self-administrated questionnaire collected opinions on how
the subjects thought that the current situation could be changed
regarding the selected key aspects, if BRASS was implemented at
VCC. To measure and evaluate the subjects’ opinions, a
nine-point Likert scale was used. The scale represents the levels
of the subjects’ estimated value of BRASS, which are then con-
verted into numbers. Furthermore, the subjects were asked to give
three estimates: (1) the probable value should reflect what they
think is most probable, (2) the best value should reflect the best
case, and (3) the worst value should reflect the worst case. This
allows a rough estimation of the uncertainty of the answers by
looking at the span of the best and worst values. In the example
given in Fig. 8, the probable value is that the effort will be less than
today. The given best and worst values show that there is a large
span (i.e. high uncertainty), however, the difference between the
best and worst values is one (3–2 = 1) indicating, as the probable
value, that the effort will be less.

To ensure that the interview instrument and the questionnaire
were comprehensible and unambiguous, drafts of them were iter-
atively reviewed and piloted several times.

4.2. Applying BRASS

Prior to applying BRASS, pre-meetings were held with the sub-
jects where the background and the purpose of BRASS and its main
properties were presented and discussed. In practice, the subjects
representing MAN were informed at one group meeting while
three separate meetings (one for each case) with subjects repre-
senting PD were held. 14 of the 15 subjects participated and the
duration of each pre-meeting was about two hours. Even though
about 28 man-hours (14 subjects times 2 h) were spent, we expe-
rienced that this was necessary in order to be efficient. For exam-
ple, since one of the subjects involved in Case 1 could not
participate in the pre-meeting, much of the discussion concerned
the BRASS-framework itself instead of discussing the calibration
of the tailgate during the first focus group meeting.

The central activity when applying BRASS to the selected cases
consisted of a series of focus group meetings, involving the subjects
selected for each case. During the meetings, the subjects negoti-
ated and refined the related requirements and developed and
agreed upon suitable solutions for them. In addition, necessary
information was collected from archival records and documents
at VCC (e.g., requirements and specifications, and continuously
exchanged between the subjects through face-to-face meetings
and e-mail. The exchanged information was documented in the
BRASS one-pager and summarized in the BRASS performance list
(see Tables 5 and 6 in Section 3.1.3). In total, seven meetings were
conducted and the duration of the meetings was 1–2 h.

One of the researchers participated in all the meetings with the
main task of observing them, and helping and explaining how to
use BRASS (e.g., fill out the BRASS one-pager), but without influ-
encing the results of the meetings.

4.3. Collecting and analyzing feedback data

After applying BRASS, the involved subjects were asked to
answer the questionnaire. In total, 10 of the 15 subjects answered
the questionnaire and the characteristics of them and their
involvement in the Cases 1–3 are given in Table 8. Follow-up inter-
views were also conducted with two of the subjects (Subjects 1 and
6), using semi-structured interviews [73]. Subjects 1 and 6 (hence-
forth interviewees) and were chosen because they represent MAN
and PD and had much experience working with software-intensive
systems. Both interviews were conducted by one of the researchers
and held in Swedish. The length of them varied between 30 and
40 min.

One of the researchers transcribed the recorded interviews and
performed the data analysis as it was not possible to allocate extra
resources for this work. The data analysis was divided into three
main stages based on the approach described by Miles and
Huberman [74] with three concurrent flows of activity: data reduc-
tion, data display and conclusion drawing/verification. First, state-
ments from the raw data that expressed pros and cons in relation
to the key aspects of the applicability of BRASS were extracted.
Next, the statements were structured and displayed in an excel
sheet based on the selected key aspects. The traceability between
the statements and the raw data were also established. Finally,
peer debriefing of the results was performed. The researcher
reviewed and discussed the results together with the two other
researchers and one industry representative in a series of meetings.
All three stages were iterated several times.

4.4. Lessons learned

The results from the interviews and the self-administrated
questionnaire are presented and discussed in the following sec-
tions. The diagrams in Figs. 9–16 show the normalized estimates.

4.4.1. Ease of use
For evaluating the ease of use, the subjects were asked to give

their opinions on how easy it was to learn and understand
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Fig. 8. Conversion of levels into nine-point Likert scale.

Table 8
Characteristics of the subjects.

Subject Characteristics of the subjects Case

Organizational affiliation Role Time at VCC Time at current position Experience of developing
software-intensive
automotive systems

Gender

Subject 1 MAN Manufacturing engineer >10 years >10 years >10 years Male 1, 3
Subject 2 MAN Manufacturing engineer >10 years 6–10 years >10 years Male 1, 2, 3
Subject 3 MAN Manufacturing engineer >10 years 1–5 years 1–5 years Female 1
Subject 4 MAN Manufacturing engineer >10 years 6–10 years 6–10 years Male 3
Subject 5 MAN Manufacturing engineer >10 years 6–10 years >10 years Male 1, 2
Subject 6 PD Task leader >10 years 6–10 years >10 years Male 2
Subject 7 PD Software designer >10 years >10 years >10 years Male 2
Subject 8 PD Task leader 1–5 years 1–5 years 1–5 years Female 1
Subject 9 PD Systems and software designer 1–5 years 1–5 years 1–5 years Male 1
Subject 10 PD Software designer >10 years 1–5 years 6–10 years Male 3
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BRASS, and the effort of use when compared with the practices cur-
rently used. The bars in Fig. 9 show the summarized estimations
for all the subjects (total estimate) and the subjects belonging to
PD (PD estimate) and MAN (MAN estimate) regarding how easy
they perceived it was to learn and understand BRASS. The black
bars show the estimated probable value, the white bars show the
estimated best value, and the gray bars show the estimated worst
value. The estimated best and worst values indicate the uncer-
tainty in the estimated probable value. The total estimate in
Fig. 9, shows that the subjects perceived that BRASS was easy to
learn and understand. However, the gray and white bars showing
the worst and best estimates show a high uncertainty in the total
estimate, while the difference between the best and worst values
indicates, as the probable value, that BRASS was easy to learn.
Furthermore, both the MAN estimate and PD estimate show that
it was easy to learn BRASS, but the uncertainty of the PD estimates
is higher compared to the MAN estimate as BRASS is perceived as
easy to learn even in the worst case of the MAN estimate.

During the interviews, both interviewees acknowledged that
BRASS was easy to learn and its purpose was clear. However, one
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Fig. 9. Easy to learn (nor
of them mentioned that the most difficult and challenging part of
BRASS was to effectively identify the need of balancing require-
ments and solutions between PD and MAN. To tackle this, two
extreme approaches were brought up. The first one implies that
all requirements in a car project are reviewed and any identified
dependences between MAN and PD requirements indicate a bal-
ancing need. However, a car project contains about 100,000
requirements along with other development artifacts (e.g., specifi-
cations, models and standards), which makes this approach enor-
mously resource consuming and not feasible. The other extreme
approach merely relies on experiences from concluded projects—
i.e. the balancing needs are based on the needs identified in earlier
projects. The effort is much less, but a big disadvantage is the obvi-
ous risk of omitting new balancing needs. Thus, a compromise was
suggested between these two extremes by, for example, relying on
experience along with singling out new product features and man-
ufacturing prerequisites in the projects and reviewing related
development artifacts.

Regarding the effort of using BRASS, the subjects estimated that
the balancing effort is likely to be less than for the current practices
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1

malized estimates).
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Fig. 10. Effort of use (normalized estimates).
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Fig. 12. Precision of the documentation (normalized estimates).
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used as shown in Fig. 10 (black bars). This opinion was shared
across PD and MAN (PD estimate and MAN estimate). The white
and gray bars of the best and worst estimates indicate that the
uncertainties in the estimates are high, however, the difference
between the best and worst values for the total estimates is 0.52
(0.72–0.2), indicating, as the probable value, that the balancing
effort was expected to decrease using BRASS.

The interviewees stated that the effort of arranging and partic-
ipating in the focus group meetings, and documenting the
exchange information was feasible. As for the results of the ques-
tionnaire, they also thought that BRASS could lessen the balancing
efforts compared with the practices currently used. One reason
mentioned for this was that the balancing must be performed
regardless if BRASS was used or not, and it is most likely that
BRASS would reduce the resources currently spent on fixing bal-
ancing issues in later project phases. One of the interviewees also
claimed that BRASS could shorten the development time because
BRASS provides a systematic way of discussing requirements and
solutions, in contrast to current ad-hoc practices. The ad-hoc prac-
tices at VCC is generally characterized by the fact that the balanc-
ing is reactive initiated by the late detection of defects and
information is mainly exchanged verbally via telephone calls
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and/or unscheduled face-to-face meetings, or email conversations.
The information is also seldom sufficiently specified and a high
reliance on the staffs’ experience and knowledge is prevalent.
BRASS can help visualize and clarify needs in the early phases,
for example, by establishing validation plans and procedures and
identifying needs of building and developing early prototypes.
Furthermore, in order to be easy to use, both interviewees empha-
sized that this is highly dependent on whether the intended scope
of BRASS and its purposes are kept, and its practices are continu-
ously streamlined (e.g., optimizing the focus group meetings and
the documentation in the BRASS one-pager).
4.4.2. Mutual understanding
In our earlier studies at VCC, we found that insufficient shared

understanding of the information being communicated and coordi-
nated between PD and MAN was one of the main causes for the
balancing problems [27]. Thus, the subjects were asked to estimate
if BRASS would improve the mutual understanding of PD and MAN
needs. The black bars in Fig. 11 shows that it is likely that BRASS
would improve the mutual understanding of each other’s needs
and aspirations, but the uncertainty in the estimates is high (white
and gray bars in Fig. 11). It can also be seen that the subjects affil-
iated with MAN believe that the mutual understanding will
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improve even in the worst case (see MAN estimate in Fig. 11)
Furthermore, the difference between the best and worst values
for the total estimates is 0.52 (0.87–0.35), indicating that BRASS
has the potential of improving mutual understanding.

During the interviews, both interviewees highlighted the
importance of gaining a better understanding and insight into each
other’s needs, for example, better insight into the implications of
manual operations (e.g., manual calibration of the tailgate) in man-
ufacturing. The interviewees believed that using BRASS would be
an efficient way of intensifying the communication between PD
and MAN, leading to an improved mutual understanding. For
example, the effort used for preparing (about one man-hour per
subject) and performing the three focus meetings (about two
man-hours per subject) in Case 1 could be estimated at 50
man-hours. In comparison, for Case 1, the effort used to resolve
the late detection of defects (resources dedicated to such activities
as data collection, analyzing, reporting and decision making) due to
a lack of mutual understanding in an earlier car program could be
estimated at 480 man-hours in Pernstal et al. [27]. In addition, the
interviewees believed that the quality of requirements and specifi-
cations and the efficiency of the solutions developed would
increase and help tear down the imaginary barriers between the
PD and MAN.

4.4.3. Quality of the documentation
The need to improve documentation was identified in Pernstal

et al. [27]. Overall, the subjects believed that BRASS would proba-
bly improve the precision of the documentation (black bars in
Fig. 12). However, the white and gray bars for the total estimate
and the PD estimate show that the uncertainty in the estimates
is high, while it is somewhat lower for the MAN estimate. In addi-
tion, the black bars in Fig. 13 show that the documentation pro-
duced by BRASS would most likely provide better support for
decision making, but the uncertainty of the estimates is even
higher than for the estimates of the precision of the documenta-
tion. On the other hand, the difference between the best and worst
values for the total estimates of the precision of documentation is
0.65 (0.8–0.15) and the total estimates of the supporting
decision-making is 0.7 (0.85–0.15), indicating that the subjects
expect that the quality of the documentation will be improved
using BRASS.

The interviewees thought that the BRASS performance list and
the BRASS one-pager would be helpful. This is because the BRASS
performance list provides an overview of what needs to be bal-
anced and the status of each balancing issue in the projects, which
is currently not available at VCC. Furthermore, gathering and struc-
turing requirements and solutions in the BRASS one-pager clarify
both the boundaries for the solutions and the consequences of
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realizing the requirements. The interviewees also believed that
the BRASS documents could be used to show decisions taken dur-
ing a project, learn from concluded projects, and transfer and
improve solutions between projects. In addition, the BRASS docu-
ments could supplement requirements specifications in the
requirements management systems and provide information for
updating them. For example, suggested improvements in the
BRASS one-pager are used as lessons learned when specifying the
requirements for a new car model.

Storing and archiving the BRASS documentation in one place
and in a structured way were brought up as a main prerequisite
for the effective use of the documents. As one of the interviewees
stated: ‘‘A lot of information is spread in different systems and project
databases, and much of my time is spent on finding the information,
and sometimes I never find it.’’ Furthermore, it was preferred to
not integrate the documentation with the formal routines in order
to keep the effort low for handling the documentation. One of the
interviewees suggested that the BRASS documentation should be
informal and stored in something like an internal wiki or share
point.

4.4.4. Usefulness and applicability
To gauge the overall usefulness and applicability of BRASS the

subjects were asked to estimate three aspects relative to the cur-
rent situation: (1) the capability of BRASS to prevent late defect
detection (Fig. 14), (2) the overall usefulness of BRASS (Fig. 15),
and (3) if a full-scale implementation of BRASS would be beneficial
and feasible (Fig. 16).

The black bars in Fig. 14 show that BRASS would probably
reduce the number of defects detected in the late phases. The sub-
jects also perceived BRASS as useful in general (black bars in
Fig. 15) and a full-scale implementation was expected to improve
the current situation balancing requirements and solutions across
PD and MAN at VCC (black bars in Fig. 16). However, the gray
and white bars for the total estimates and PD estimates in
Figs. 13–15 indicate a high uncertainty in these estimates, while
it is lower for the MAN estimates as they show that BRASS would
have a positive effect on all three aspects even in the worst cases.

The interviewees believed that using BRASS for identifying and
discussing balancing issues in early phases would in turn increase
the possibilities of preventing late and costly changes. This opinion
was also indicated by the results of applying BRASS to the cases.
For example, in Case 2, the prior postmortem analysis [27] showed
that the implication costs in manufacturing for managing the
design of the chassis car function and systems could be estimated
at 1000 KUS$ over the product cycle (seven years). Using BRASS
resulted in a new system design that is better adapted to meet
the manufacturing requirements, having the potential of
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1
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eliminating the manufacturing implication cost. However, the
interviewees pointed out that BRASS could reduce, but not elimi-
nate, late discovery and intervention of balancing issues, since
there is always a risk of omitting issues or not agreeing on them.

Even though BRASS shows promising results and the subjects’
view on the potential benefits of using BRASS seem overall to be
positive, there are some concerns. First, regardless of using
BRASS or not, there is always a challenge to acquire required
resources and competencies in the early phases of the projects.
On the other hand, one of the interviewees thought that BRASS
could reduce this problem. This is because current practices for
balancing are mainly performed on an ad-hoc basis with an often
high dependency on the experiences of the staff involved. BRASS
allows a reduction in this dependency as the balancing issues are
identified and worked on in a more systematic way. For example,
newly introduced designers would be much more aware of the bal-
ancing needs across PD and MAN if they are systematically identi-
fied in earlier project phases.

Second, like all introductions of new working methods, an over-
all concern that was brought up is the need of attaining acceptance
and adoption of BRASS throughout the company. Issues that need
to be balanced between PD and MAN usually become tangible
and immediate first in the late project phases. Thus, there is always
a risk of postponing or ignoring problems and later act as a fire-
fighter instead of learning and using a systematic method for pre-
venting problems in early phases. One of the interviewees
suggested a step-wise implementation of BRASS where it first is
applied to more cases in the new car model project used in this
study, and then fully applied from the start of the next new car
model project.

Third, to fully understand and evaluate BRASS, it should be used
from the start of a project until the start of production. However,
this kind of evaluation is difficult to carry out as the lead-time of
car projects is usually between two and four years.

4.5. Limitations

A major threat is the external validity. In this study, BRASS has
been tailored and applied in order to address core challenges and
to resolve specific problems in RE identified at one company,
namely VCC. Even though the industrial setting (complex products
and organizational structure) and the core challenges at VCC are
common in companies developing large-scale software-intensive
systems, it is not representative of all companies developing such
systems due to a number of company specific preconditions. VCC
is a rather mature organization when it comes to RE, using a com-
prehensively documented processes and established RE-tools for
managing requirements. Furthermore, the structure of the require-
ment abstraction levels and the process for breaking down and bal-
ancing requirements are pre-defined and the employees at VCC are
used to work in formalized processes and handle large quantities
of product documentation. Another important precondition to
using BRASS was changing the established and formalized RE tools
and processes at VCC in order to resolve their specific problems
would be too complex and costly. It is our belief that BRASS works
best when used as an add-on method needed for improving
requirements breakdown and balancing in organizations with rel-
atively mature RE-processes. Thus, the generalizability of the
resulting tailoring and evaluation of BRASS presented in this study
is limited.

However, case studies rather pursue to characterize, explain,
and understand a phenomenon of interest by studying it in a
real-life setting than generalize the findings beyond the actual set-
ting. Besides the aim of solving the specific problems at VCC, a
main objective of this case study is therefore to show and demon-
strate how the BRASS framework can be tailored, applied and
evaluated as a method used in a real industrial setting and not
the actual resulting tailoring of BRASS. We believe that BRASS
has the potential to help practitioners improve their RE, and in par-
ticular, requirements coordination and communication problems
in other industrial settings. Thus, to enhance the possibilities for
the readers to judge whether BRASS can be used in other settings,
we provided a thorough description and exemplification of how
BRASS was applied to the industrial setting at VCC in Section 3.1.

One major threat in this study is that unreliable and biased data
are used. Despite the consistently positive attitude toward BRASS,
any conclusions from the answers should be drawn with a great
deal of caution, primarily because of the relatively small sample
representing the organizations investigated and since the answers
might have been biased by the range of options given in the ques-
tions, as some people tend to provide positive answers regardless
of their real opinion [73]. To guard against this, the subjects were
also guaranteed anonymity and that sensitive information would
neither be published nor possible to trace to individuals. Two
follow-up interviews were conducted. In addition, two of the
members of the research team had worked for more than 10 years
in the design and manufacturing engineering of software-intensive
automotive systems at VCC. Analyses and conclusions were also
discussed with experienced SPI researchers.

5. Conclusions

Industries involved in the large-scale development of
software-intensive systems are facing many challenges as the com-
plexity and uncertainty of development tasks are substantial. In
some of these industries, such as the automotive one, the rapid
increase of software has also led to new challenges concerning
the organizational structure and the development processes since
they have traditionally been adapted for the development of
mechanical parts, which are relatively stable over time in contrast
to software parts. A key success factor in such development is RE.
In particular, the core challenges of attaining sufficient coordina-
tion and communication of requirements between actors are
spread across a multitude of different departments and engineer-
ing disciplines. This is further complicated by the large amount
of requirements that demand effective and efficient ways of
enabling communication and coordination—simply writing ‘‘per-
fect’’ requirements is not an option due to the costs of achieving
‘‘perfection.’’

With the overall aim of addressing these challenges and in
response to the needs identified at our industrial partner, VCC, this
paper presents and applies a flexible and lightweight RE frame-
work called Balancing Requirements and Solution Space (BRASS).
BRASS combines goal-oriented requirements communication with
the lean practice of Set-Based-Concurrent Engineering and empha-
sizes communication over focusing on achieving perfection in
requirement specification.

BRASS consists of four dimensions, communication, content, con-
nections, and actors, which are based on its main objectives: (1)
intensifying requirements communication throughout the devel-
opment cycle, (2) enhancing the mutual understanding and the
quality of requirements and solutions specifications (3) being
adaptable to the surroundings in which it is used (e.g., established
RE processes and tools), and (4) clarifying the accountabilities and
responsibilities of the actors concerned.

BRASS was developed in close cooperation with VCC driven by
the core challenges and the specific problems identified at the
company. As part of the development process, the applicability of
BRASS was evaluated in comparison with current practices at
VCC through a dynamic validation. For this, three real cases in an
ongoing project, mirroring VCCs specific problems in balancing
requirements and solutions across the departments of PD and
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MAN, were used. Initial feedback was collected in questionnaires
and interviews from 10 industry professionals involved in the case.

Overall, the results of using and validating BRASS show that it is
feasible and applicable in an industrial setting. The feedback indi-
cates that BRASS is easy to use and useful and cost-effective for
resolving the specific problems because of its potential of system-
atically improving communication in early phases, mutual require-
ments understanding, and the quality of specifications. However,
there are also concerns such as requiring necessary resources and
competences in early phases and attaining acceptance and the
adoption of BRASS throughout the company.

In this paper, we focused on the specific problems identified in
the process of balancing requirements and solutions in the
large-scale development of software-intensive systems at VCC.
However, due to BRASS’s flexible design, we believe that it can suit
and satisfy the needs of other industrial settings, providing a start-
ing point for practitioners to improve their specific problems in RE,
and in particular, requirements coordination and communication.

6. Future work

The promising results from the initial validation has led to that
VCC has decided to perform further validations and use BRASS in a
large-scale pilot. This pilot will be undertaken over the next seven
years (a typical new car life cycle) in order to obtain a better under-
standing of how all parts of BRASS can be tailored, evaluate its
applicability over a full product development cycle, and identify
what works and what needs to be changed, giving
decision-support for refining BRASS before it is implemented in
full-scale. In particular, the applicability of the validation step of
balanced and agreed requirements and solutions, as described in
Section 3.1.2 (Step 3), must be further investigated. Furthermore,
improvements and extensions of BRASS are needed, including per-
tinent techniques and procedures in order to, for example, effec-
tively and systematically identify the balancing needs in the
early development phases.

Two main tactics will be used for achieving an understanding,
acceptance, and adoption of BRASS throughout the company as a
method supporting engineers in their daily balancing tasks. A
step-wise introduction and implementation using the large-scale
pilot where cases representing a wide range of different character-
istics regarding technologies (e.g., active safety, HMI, and engine
control), requirements and specifications (e.g., function and system
requirements specifications), and roles and practitioners involved
are selected. The main objective with this tactic is to informally dif-
fuse awareness and knowledge about BRASS within VCC through
the practitioners involved in the cases piloted.

The second tactic aims to integrate BRASS into established
RE-processes and tools in a more formal way. Process descriptions
and instructions prescribing what to do in projects are documented
in the Business Management System (BMS) at VCC. Currently, an
operational development project focusing on the work process
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for handling car function designs affecting the manufacturing pro-
cesses in car programs is in progress. This project is driven by the
quality department at MAN and the complete vehicle department
at PD. One aim is to change established instructions and create
new ones in BMS. BRASS has guided the development of this han-
dling where its parts have been integrated and realized in the
instruction. For example, the Step 1 (identifying balancing needs)
in the BRASS communication process uses an elaborated list where
the functions are classified regarding their novelty for each car pro-
gram. New or modified functions are singled out and the need of
balancing them is analyzed. Traceability and consistency between
the documents produced by BRASS and related formal documenta-
tion was also found important. Formal information (e.g., require-
ments and specifications) are documented in the established
document management systems (e.g., Siemens Teamcenter
Systems Engineering and Requirements Management) but it was
preferred to not handle the BRASS performance lists and
one-pagers in these systems in order to keep the effort low for han-
dling the documentation. VCC has therefore established a shared
website where these documents are stored with trace-links to doc-
uments in the established document management systems.
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